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Why we’re here
To explore different dimensions of
“portfolio management”
Trade-offs
Brand leveraging
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Why is a “portfolio” necessary?
Financial planners stress the importance
of a diversified set of investments to
reduce risk. Since the duration,
intensity and frequency of market
changes is hard to predict, a mix of
funds helps manage risk. In addition,
planners recommend rebalancing your
portfolio on a regular basis as priorities
change. These tips apply to product
portfolios as well.

There’s gold in them
thar hills…
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Financial portfolio management
In The Secret Code of the Superior
Investor, James Glassman suggests that
superior investors:
Are not outsmarters, but partakers
Own a portfolio that looks like the U.S.
economy ten years from now
Know the kinds of investments they should
(and should not) be making
Understand when to start selling

Product portfolio corollary
Financial concept:

Smart portfolio managers are not
outsmarters, but partakers
Product corollary

First-mover advantages often prove
illusory. Successful products need to be
timed appropriately.
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Using only financial
metrics to manage the
future is like expecting a
pile of money to grow just
because you counted it!

Product portfolio corollary
Financial concept

Smart portfolio managers own a
portfolio that looks like the U.S.
economy ten years from now
Product corollary

Think about what your customers will
need in the future in addition to what
they indicate they need now
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Product portfolio corollary
Financial concept

Smart portfolio managers know the
kinds of investments they should (and
should not) be making
Product corollary

Companies must determine whether
new products fit their corporate, brand
and customer strategies

Vision and platform strategy
Leveraged
targeting

Product family
evolution

Product
platform

Customer
platform
Strategic
vision

Brand
platform

Process
platform

Global
platform

Source: Sawhney, Mohanbir, “Leveraged high-variety strategies: From portfolio thinking
to platform thinking,” Academy of Marketing Science Journal, Winter 1998.
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Brand
system
evolution

Product portfolio corollary
Financial concept

Smart portfolio managers understand
when to start selling
Product corollary

Products and projects should both be
exposed to “kill” criteria as necessary

Product interdependencies:
complementary products
Increase in
demand for
product A

Increase in
demand for
product B

Market product A with a goal of increasing
overall margin by increasing sales of product B.
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A

Product interdependencies:
substitute products
Increase in
demand for
product A

Decrease in
demand for
product B

Design product A’s marketing program to
“build fences” and/or increase overall
profitability.

A

B

Key points
Product portfolio managers can benefit
from applying some of the principles
financial planners use in portfolio
management
Pricing decisions should be made in
conjunction with other growth and
revitalization decisions
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